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The weather leading up to glider day on 17 February 2019 was
very average (windy) to say the least and it did look for a while as
though we might not be able to proceed. However, the weather
did finally cooperate and the day went ahead. There were 21
registered participants and quite a few more who came along to
simply enjoy the day without registering for the events.
The day was promulgated as a fun day and I believe that most
people who attended had lots of fun. At one point we had bungee
launching across the western end of the field occurring at the
same time as discus launching and aero towing down toward the
pilot position. Everyone cooperated and the flying was safely
managed by the flight line marshals.
There were three competitions conducted on the day. The spot
landing was won by Martin Homann with a distance of 330 mm.
Garth Halton won the soaring competition with a flight of 14:03
minutes and Chris Paterson was successful in the two minute
flight with a flight of exactly 2:00 minutes.

As he did last year, Michael from Wired RC very kindly donated two prizes for the competitions. Also this
Tyson Dodd donated a kit for a Peter Goldsmith designed Foxbat glider.
I extend my thanks, on behalf of the club, to both for their kind donations. I would also extend my
thanks to David and Aaron Garle who brought down, amongst other aircraft, their half scale Ka8
glider and Pawnee tug and put on a great display.
Again, my thanks to all who participated in and contributed to Glider Day and it would be very
remiss of me not to pass on special thanks to Pat and Lyn (and helpers) for running the canteen.
It was a difficult call beforehand as the weather threatened to cancel the event; however, as usual,
they managed to get the catering just right. I did receive some feedback that some enjoyed the
day so much they would like to do it again this year. The Committee might like to keep this in
mind if there is a blank spot in the calendar later in the year.
Graham Matthews

Presidents Report
Weather Station Proposal
Members asked about installing a weather station at
Porter Field at the February General meeting, including
bringing a proposal to the March General meeting. Your
Committee researched a solution that would be robust,
and allow ubiquitous access by members via the
Internet and phone apps.
A proposal was put to the March General meeting to
spend $2,000 on a solution from Davis, which meets the
requested requirements. The proposal was considered
at the meeting and put to a vote. Obviously the original
proposer was not present, because the idea was voted
down by the members present.
Can I gently suggest that if you come up with a good idea at a General meeting, you need to
follow up and speak to the proposal when it is being put to members. You cannot bring up a good
idea and the magic happens; you have to own it.
Master Plan and Porter Field Lease
The Master Plan has now been submitted to Council as part TMAC annual return required under
our lease. The Master plan covers the next five years of development of Porter field, and will be
updated annually on a rolling five basis. This edition includes the following projects:
1. Club House – Stage 1.
2. Club House - Stage 2.
3. Club House - Stage 3.
4. Pits Expansion – Centre Finger.
5. Grounds Keeping Equipment.
6. Power Generator.
I also note that the Secretary has commenced the lease renewal process. The Porter Field lease
expires in March 2020.

Effect of CASA Changes on MAAA Members
Just an update on this, in case you missed Neil Tank’s recent email.
At this stage an Exemption for MAAA flying sites will be in place prior to the commencement of
regulatory commencement of RPA Registration/Accreditation. This will ensure continuation of the
current status quo operations at MAAA Clubs and flying sites.
State Secretaries will over the coming weeks request assistance from their clubs to provide
specific details relating to additional flying sites required to be included on the MAAA Exemption.
Over the coming weeks the MAAA President and Secretary will be further representing our
members requirements for recognition of MAAA membership and flying proficiency anywhere in
Australia with the Director of CASA.
TMAC’s area approval will expire in 2020, and the Committee has commenced the process of
renewal.
Aeromodelling as a Sport in QLD Update.
TMAC sent an agenda item to MAAQ asking for an update on progress of lobbying the State
Government to recognise Aeromodelling as a sport.
Disappointingly, MAAQ advised that they have no plans to undertake any lobbying activities this
year, even though TMAC offered to run an ePetition on the matter, and assist clubs lobbying local
sate members. Without State body support, we cannot proceed on our own.
Grant Applications
MAAA club grants are open and we will shortly be submitting an application for a grant.
Members will be aware that TMAC’s lease allows camping at Porter Field during events, and the
first for this year was the Warbirds day. Warbirds day has a number of campers visiting, which
highlighted an issue with a shortfall in solar battery capacity when campers need power overnight.
The solar array are adequate, quickly bring the storage up again in the morning.
To resolve this, TMAC’s application will be to partially find a power generator to cover camping
events when power draw exceeds the battery storage capacity. If we are successful, a motion will
be put to members to fund the balance.
Maintenance.
Bunker Painting
A big thank-you to all who turned up for the working bee in March, where the bunker was
freshened with a new coat of paint. Looks great! Just some of the workers in the pictures I
snapped below.

Theft from Porter Field in March
Members will have noticed posers around Porter Field asking if you know the thieves who
wandered onto the premises and stole a number of items. The Committee has also submitted a
report to Queensland Police including photographs of these miscreants. The poster is reproduced
on page 11 in this newsletter in case you missed it.
TMAC General Meetings
General meetings are held on the first Wednesday of the month except for January. The next
General Meetings will be held commencing at 7:30pm at the Carina Leagues Club as follows:
 Wednesday 3rd April.
 Wednesday 1st May.
Carina Leagues Club has been very generous in allowing TMAC to use their rooms at no charge,
so if you can return the favor by spending $2 to become a Social Member until 2020, it would be
greatly appreciated by the Club. For membership information, go here.
CARINA LEAGUES CLUB MEMBERSHIP INCLUSIONS





Bullseye Rewards Program.
Membership discounts on all Bistro, Cafe and Bar purchases.
Entries into Friday night cash draws.
Inclusion in weekly membership draws every
Wednesday night and Saturday afternoon.
 Inclusion in weekly gaming promotions from 1:00PM –
2:30 PM Tuesday to Friday.
 Courtesy Bus pickups & drop offs Tuesday to Sunday.
 $5 Birthday voucher during the month of your Birthday.
Allen Danvers Challenge
Our local Norfolk Island model aero flyers are well into preparing for late October’s Norfolk Island
Fly In and now is the time to reserve your place to attend!
The local guys together with Tingalpa Model Aero Club members warmly invite enthusiasts from
all over Australia and New Zealand to join them on Norfolk for this special fly-in. Each year the
Tingalpa members report that their week on Norfolk has been just fantastic – and that they’ll
definitely be back for the next event. As more flyers from other clubs join them, they too
enthusiastically rave about the flying, the socialising what a great holiday they’ve experienced.
Please see the flyer in this newsletter.
Cpl Peter Cutler Memorial Trophy – 16th June
Just a reminder about the Peter Cutler Trophy, which will be held in conjunction with the Scale
Day. A scale day flyer has been published in this newsletter.
Details of the trophy are as follows:
Convener.
Adrian Hellwig. m: 0478 054 854.
History.
On 11 March 1987, Peter John Cutler, a former member of the Club (6 September 1983 to 30 April
1986), was killed during an army exercise. He was 29 years of age. At the time of his death he
was a member of No. 1 Signal Regiment, stationed at Enoggera Army Base, and was transmitting
a message from the enclosed rear compartment of a Landrover when the driver misjudged a turn,
and the vehicle rolled upside down into a ditch. The driver and another passenger escaped
uninjured.
Peter was, for a number of years, a keen scale modeler and a member of the Wagga Model Aero
Club before his posting to Brisbane. To perpetuate his memory his wife Brenda, children Rebecca
and Matthew, parents Athol and Marie, and brothers Stephen and Gregory donated trophies to the
Wagga and Tingalpa Clubs to be contested in scale competition.

The title of the award is the "CPL Peter Cutler Memorial Trophy" (hereinafter referred to as the
"Trophy").
The first contest for the "Trophy" was at the Club's annual Scale Rally, held on 21 June 1987. The
name of the event was subsequently changed to the Peter Cutler Memorial Scale Day and
conducted under that title on 3 July 1988.
It is the wish of the donors that the "Trophy" remains in the custody of the Club at all times. Each
year the donors will provide a replica of the "Trophy" for presentation to and retention by its
winner.
It is envisaged that when the Club has a Club House, the "Trophy" will be kept therein together
with suitably framed photographs of the winners' models.
The Contest.
1.
The contest for the "Trophy" shall be between TMAC members registered to participate
at the Peter Cutler Memorial Scale Day, and presented to the member who achieves the
highest score for a scale model in static display as determined by a panel of judges.
2.
Winning shall be conditional upon the demonstrated ability of the model to remain
airborne in controlled flight for not less than one minute on the day of the event.
3.
The "Trophy" cannot be won twice with the same model.
4.
The winner of the "Trophy" will not be eligible to receive any other trophy awarded for
static display in any other section of the event.
Reporting Crashes outside Porter Field Boundary
Finally, a reminder that you must provide a written report to the Secretary if you crash an aircraft
outside the Porter Field boundary.
Providing a report is not a reflection on the pilot, but provides a record in case the club is served
with a claim against the MAAA insurance policy.
For Safety – Restrain your aircraft!
If you have any questions or issues, please contact me (president@tmac.asn.au).
Regards,
Phil Gartshore
President.

Secretary’s Report
TMAC General Meetings
 7.30pm Wednesday 3rd April. Carina Leagues Club Creek Rd Carina
 7.30 pm Wednesday 1st May.
 7.30 pm Wednesday 5th June.
Security upgrade
In our last newsletter I reported that construction of the security upgrade to our toilet block was
underway and manufacturing of the security grills for both ends of the breeze way had
commenced.
I am happy to report that the grills are now fitted and working well. Thank you to Will Sipma who
made some small modifications to the design to enhance tamper proofing.
Thank you also to Ron Dobbie who volunteered his time and resources installing additional
security camera to our existing CCTV system to help identify people trespassing on our lease
area.

Working Bee
The working bee held on Saturday 9th of March witnessed a great roll up of volunteers to help re
paint the external walls of the canteen and bunker. They say “many hands make light work, well
I’d have to agree, and it certainly didn’t take as long as I thought to knock that job over. A big
thank you to all who turned up on the morning. Well done!
For those who might be wondering, why did we need to repaint when it didn’t look to shabby. This
and numerus other tasks are part of the clubs “scheduled maintenance program” which intern is
part of our BCC lease agreement. With just under 12 months left on our current lease we are now
in preparation stage of the renewal process.
Irrigation capacity
The heat wave conditions of this summer have been the worst many of us have seen. As many of
our members would have noticed the committee has been desperately trying to keep as much of
our grass around the pits, strip and taxi ways alive and green as best we can by irrigation.
With the lack of rain (until recently) ground water and dam capacity has dried up. At time of writing
we are currently using mains water, which comes at a price.
Seizing the opportunity your committee moved quickly to hire equipment to excavate the natural
accumulation of silt from the dam which reduces overall capacity. Hence the mounds of dirt you
will see around the dam area. This dirt will be levelled in due time when it dries out and funds for
equipment are available.
A timely reminder about safety
I recently read a report regarding a drone that took off of its own accord whilst it was having
modifications performed to the setup programing subsequently disappearing out of sight and
eventually crashing. Luckily no one was hurt, or equipment damaged. I’ll won’t go into detail
further but will simply (and from personal experience with an electric helicopter) say this, anything
with an electric motor / motors with blades or props attached and armed is potentially
dangerous and should be treated as such. It doesn’t matter how small or electronically
sophisticated it is.
This kind of incident is precisely why our clubs bi-laws state that all aircraft must be restrained to
start. It doesn’t discriminate between internal combustion and electric, it’s all aircraft.
Anomalies happen whether it is mechanical, electronic or human failure, we work with potentially
dangerous equipment.
Even if you’re tinkering at home, take the prop or rotors off. As back up, disconnect one wire
from the motor to eliminate that circuit if possible.
MAAA insurance statistics have shown in the past that the vast majority of insurance claims from
club members Australia wide result from electric aircraft to human interaction.
Some nine or so years ago I was personally involved in accident with a 450 electric heli whilst
attempting a minor adjustment on the radio. To this day I’m still unsure exactly what went wrong
but it did and in a big way.
It happened at home and resulted in an ambulance trip, two nights in hospital, three knuckles
peeled back to the bone, one broken finger, one finger with severed artery and one finger with
bone fragments floating around, a visit to the operating theater to repair it all and a couple of
months physio therapy.
I count myself as being very lucky, it could have been much worse as I only partially connected the
battery which fortunately detached itself ending the carnage. All be it too late for my left hand.
Take it from someone that made the mistake and thought it was safe enough,
Don’t rely on thinking the failsafe, throttle hold or arming switch is set and working
correctly. It may not be. Programming changes can adversely affect this. Even a rebind
could upset failsafe.
Always tether the aircraft or take the prop / rotors off when working on it if armed.

(I can guarantee you won’t enjoy the result if you don’t!)
Noel Stewart
secretary@tmac.asn.au

Warbirds/ SCAF event March 10 th.
Well, the first event for 2019 our Warbirds/ S.C.A.F. day was a far cry from last year’s event which
had to be postponed a month due to flooding from torrential rains and then clashed with another
event elsewhere. The entire weekend was fine with
favorable winds prevailing up until around midday on
Sunday.
Numbers were up this year with little wriggle room available
around the pits. The count returned 31 pilots signed in 15 of
which were visitors from other clubs flying warbirds of all
vintages. Our regular visitors from Coffs Harbor arrived
Friday and took full advantage of the camping now
available to us, as did I and friends from SAAMBA across
the river and LARCS to the south.
Sunday was an early start with pilot briefing at 07:45 and
flying right on 08:00 to make the most of the ideal
conditions.
It didn’t take long for the sky’s to be full of sound. At one
stage I counted 8 aircraft flying. Once the initial burst
was over, things settled down to a more comfortable
number of aircraft flying.
Damage was limited to, I think, one Cub that found a
parking space in the fig tree behind the windmill. This
was recovered in remarkable good shape. There may
have been a couple of others that I didn’t catch.
Over all a great day was had by all. By about midday the
numbers started to thin out as the wind and heat picked
up.
Thank you to Pat and Lynn and the helpers in the canteen for keeping our energy up with great
food drinks as usual.

We hope to see you all again next year
Noel Stewart.
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MONTH DATE

EVENT TYPE

Wed 3

Meeting

Fri 12

Night Event

Sat 13

Maintenance

Sun 14

Event

EVENT DETAILS
General Meeting (7.30pm Carina Leagues Club)
Committee Meeting (6.30pm Carina Leagues Club)
INDOOR FLYING (Chandler Sports Centre 7.00pm - 10.00pm)
(2nd Friday of the month)

Working Bee (Porter Field 7.00am -10:00am)
Dawn Patrol (Porter Field 8.00am - 2.00pm)

Fri 19

Public Holiday Good Friday. Porter Field Closed.

Thu 25

Public Holiday Anzac Day. Porter Field Closed until 12.00 noon

Wed 1

Meeting

Fri 10

Night Event

Sat 11

MAAQ

General Meeting (7.30pm Carina Leagues Club)
Committee Meeting (6.30pm Carina Leagues Club)
INDOOR FLYING (Chandler Sports Centre 7.00pm - 10.00pm)
(2nd Friday of the month)

MAAQ General Meeting (2:00pm Salisbury Hotel)

June 2019

Sun 12 Non-flying Event Mother's Day!
Fri 31

Newsletter

Wed 5

Meeting

Fri 14

Night Event

Sat 15

Maintenance

Sun 16

Event
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SCALE DAY (Porter Field 8.00am - 2.00pm)
includes Peter Cutler Memorial Trophy
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BUNNINGS SAUSAGE SIZZLE
TMAC ran a second Sausage Sizzle at Bunnings Cannon Hill
on Sunday 10th February. It was a great day with only two
trays of sausages left over, with a small number of loaves of
bread. It was a hot day so the sausages didn’t sell quite as
well, but the drinks sure did.
A big thank-you to Pat & Lyn for their assistance in
organising the bread and
drinks and being there all
day to help where it was
needed. Also to Will for
picking up the Sausages
and to Randall for his support during the whole day with the
use of his work esky, which made it so much easier as the
drinks where on ice and we just had to top up the esky at the
BBQ. Finally a big thank-you to all the members who dropped
in to assist during the day.
The gross takings for the day were just under $2,300. Also some additional assistance from
Bunnings Manly West in the form of a $100.00 gift voucher as a result of a letter TMAC sent to
them requesting assistance for the paint etc.
Thanks again to Bunnings for their support.

